Smart Cyber Intelligence

Our software platform provides real-time cyber intelligence to keep people,
companies and assets safe from internal and external threats.
With real-time monitoring of hundreds of millions of messages each day, organisations
can be quickly alerted to issues or threats – often before they happen.
Organisational theats ultimately come from people, not computers.
External activists, malicious insiders, and careless employees all have
the potential to cause damage and loss.

Our Smart Cyber Intelligence
solution supports a wide range
of use cases:

In contrast to Cyber Security solutions - which focus on protecting
machines and networks - RepKnight’s Smart Cyber Intelligence platform
helps you identify potential threats outside of the firewall.

 Critical event analysis

As a proactive step to discover and mitigate data breaches, RepKnight
forms an important part of any GDPR compliance strategy.

 Asset protection

Our application continuously searches social media, news feeds,
blogs and the dark web, alerting you in real-time to anything that may
become a threat – giving you valuable time to react and prevent it.
Accessible from any web browser, the RepKnight platform allows you
to easily set up your own searches, and quickly analyse the results to
discover items of interest.
RepKnight is used by many leading organisations to protect themselves
from threats, IP theft, reputational damage, and financial loss.

www.repknight.com

 Horizon scanning
 Competitive intelligence
 Due diligence
 Reputational monitoring
 Brand protection
 Data leak detection
 Employee protection
 IP theft alerting
 Breach investigation

Search & Capture

Features

Our solution constantly searches social



Fully cloud-hosted
Software As A Service (SaaS)



Search across social media, blog
and dark web data sources



Find data in Tor, i2P, IRC, Pastebin,
and many more



Create complex search
expressions without writing
formulas

Analyse & Discover



Capture data sent from a specific
location with Geofencing

With fast, intuitive point-and-click filtering,



Fast, in-app, analysis with no need
to switch windows

and noise.



Analyse conversations and
networks within the data

Quickly filter your data set down, and zero



Filter the data set down with
point-and-click filtering



View followers, following, tweet
history, linked media and URLs



Set up email or SMS alerts when
traffic spikes above a predefined
threshold



API for integration with advanced
analytics



Schedule regular reports at a time
to suit you



Share reports as PDF, or
interactive HTML

media feeds, news sites, blogs and the
dark web in real-time, capturing data that
matches your search criteria.
With full firehose access, RepKnight can
find a single message in over 500,000,000
tweets sent each day.

RepKnight lets you get rid of the clutter

in on what you’re looking for – or discover
something you weren’t expecting.

Report & Alert
RepKnight can alert you to spikes in your
data, in real-time, via SMS or by email –
giving you time to respond.
With

fully

customisable

drag-and-

drop report templating, you can create
meaningful reports personalised for your
application and use case.

For more information on RepKnight’s Smart Cyber Intelligence platform, contact sales@repknight.com

www.repknight.com

